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Abstract
In these days, large enterprises have enterprise networks, which consist ofseveral
local area networks (LANs) in headquarters, branch offices, and small ofhces or
home offices (SOHOs) connected by one or more wide area networks (WANs).
Although there are many types of WANs like private networks, IP-VPN or the
Internet VPN at this moment, the Next Generation Network (NGN) is also
considered as a cost-effective WAN, which is less expensive than private
networks and IP-VPN, and it is more secure than the Internet.

NGN is an IP-based public telecommunication network, which is able to
provide QoS and security to the communication between its users. To achieve
these features, NGN uses Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) to control and manage
communication sessions over NGN. And, one of the NGN implementation uses
the network border element function linked to SIP messages to open and close a
pin-hole so that communication sessions can use a priority bandwidth. Moreover,
there is a service that NGN controls network access of users according to the
result of authentication that an authentication server provided application service
provider authenticates them. However, the security protection of NGN is limited
to communications inside NGN at this time.
This thesis studies three security techniques to address security-related issues
on the enterprise network over NGN: (l) the protection of communications over
the enterprise network, especially, the protection of communications crossing
over NGN and the Internet, (2) a TLS implementation method on crosscertification environment that can reduce a number of certificates to be managed,
and (3) an object authentication method that the mobile code platform transfers
and verifies a digital signature of each object code which is running on a SOHOs
to protect the enterprise network from malicious coding.

The frrst security technique, a secure session provider service, protects
communications crossing over NGN, the Internet and LANs in cooperation with

the NGN's call session control function. A secure session provider service
consists of a user plane function, which protects communication data, and a
control plane function, which controls the user plane function in cooperation with
CSCF of NGN. And a secure session provider service uses SIP as a protocol

of

the control plane and TLS or IPsec as a protocol of the user plane. Especially,

because a secure session service provider server authenticates all of entities as a

trusted third party and

it skips a peer entity authentication at the communication
it is able to establish a secure communication

session establishment phase,

session ofthe user plane quickly.

The second security technique aims to protect SIP messages by TLS under the
interconnection with multiple public key infrastructure (PKI) environments to

allow to manage a huge number of certification authorities (CAs). Once many
enterprises use NGN as a part of their enterprise network, SIP intermediates in the

enterprise network and NGN

if

will

be required to manage a huge number of CA

will operate their own PKI
respectively. For the interconnection with multiple PKI environments, there are
two models; "multiple trust anchors environment" and "cross certification
certificates

enterprises and NGN service providers

environment". If there are many CAs, the cross certification environment is
useful for such a situation. However, because TLS is designed for the multiple
trust anchors model, TLS will not be able to work efficiently on the crosscertification model. This thesis proposes and evaluates a profile of TLS
handshake protocol for the cross certification environment and a TLS
implementation method with a delegated certification path discovery and
validation server for the cross certification model effrciently.

In recent, mobile code technologies are used to help the manager of the
enterprise network to maintain its application service. However, because it is
difficult for a manager of an enterprise network to maintain SOHO equipments
properly, malicious services running on SOHO equipments may harm the entire
enterprise network. The third security technique aims to protect from the problem.
Although most of existing mobile code execution platforms use digital signature
technology to protect from malicious codes, they verify a digital signature of a
mobile code only at time when the mobile code begins executing. Once the
mobile code executed, the mobile code can access any resources in the enterprise
network by the user's privilege. This thesis proposes a seamless object
authentication (SOA) that a server received an access request from the mobile
code verifies a digital signature of the mobile code as a countermeasure of the
above security problem. If the enterprise network supports SOA mechanism, a
network manager is able to control whether to allow access to the mobile code
based on the digital signature. Therefore, even if a malicious mobile code is
executed by careless ofthe user, the enterprise network is able to be protected.

lV

The security techniques proposed in this thesis are able to achieve secure
enterprise network in cooperation with NGN call control function and NGN
security function.
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Chapter I
Introduction
In these days, large enterprise have enterprise networks, which consist of several
local area networks (LANs) in headquarters, branch offices, and small offices or
home offices (SOHOs) connected by one or more wide area networks (WANs) .
Although there are many types of WANs like private networks, IP-VPN or the
Internet VPN at this moment, the Next Generation Network (NGN) is also
considered as a cost-effective WAN, which is less expensive than private
networks and IP-VPN, and it is more secure than the Internet.

NGN is an IP-based public telecommunication network, which is able to
provide quality of service (QoS) protection and security to the communication
between its users. In addition, some network service providers are considering
NGN as a service platform that constructs a service distribution and management
framework for end-users and home service providers because they are
considering that the distribution and management service of the home network
services are one of important functions of NGN.
One of the important features is that NGN can provide QoS and security to
the communication between its users. NGN uses call session control functions
(CSCFs) and Session Initiation Protocol (SIP, [4]) to control and manage network
resources for communications over NGN for QoS protection. NGN also uses
Network Border Elements (NBEs) to prevent core functional components like
CSCF from unauthorized access.

And also, it provided the detailed analysis on security vulnerability of NGN
architecture, functional components, protocols and security management. And it
suggested the key active defense strategies

in network built security, boundary

security, access security and information transmission security.

NGN also plans to provide security assured communications to its users as a
basic network function. For example, one of NGN implementation uses NBE

function linked

to SIP messages to

open and close

a pin-hole so that

communication between users whose session has be established bv SIP messages
can use a priority bandwidth.

Moreover, there is a service that NGN controls network access of users
according to the result of authentication that an authentication server provided
application service provider authenticates them.

However, at this point of time, the security provided by NGN is limited to
communications inside NGN. And, all equipments (ex. CSCFs, NBEs, routers
and home gateways) should be well-managed to achieve enough security.

For the enterprise network over NGN, the interconnection between NGN and

the Internet will be widely used in near future. However, it will become an
important problem to address how it protects the communications crossing over
NGN and the Internet. In the Internet, secure communication protocols based on
cryptography (ex. IPsec and TLS) are widely used to authenticate the
communication peer and protect communication data. Therefore, it is considered

that secure communication protocols will be used to protect communications
crossing over NGN and the Internet.

When many enterprises use NGN as a part of their enterprise network, CSCFs
and UAs in the enterprise network and NGN will be required to manage a huge

if enterprises and NGN service providers will operate
their own PKI respectively. For the interconnection with multiple PKI
number of CA certificates

environments, a PKI environment called as "cross certification environment" is

useful to reduce the cost of certificate management. However, TLS will not be
able to work efficiently on the cross-certification model because TLS is designed
for another PKI environment called as "multiple trust anchors model".

Another important problem

is to

assure that

all

equipments are well-

maintained. Especially, to assure functional components on a remote device like a
home gateway is a difficult problem. When NGN uses as a service platform,
various functional components

will be downloaded

and run automatically on the

home gateway. By such a kind of mobile codes, the home gateway can only have

basic functions (network access and component downloading) initially, and
download additional components from NGN and execute them when an
application is executed. To prevent from distribution of the malicious code, these

mobile codes are recommended to be "signed mobile codes" that are digitally
signed by a developer and/or distributor, and the home gateway executes the code
if and only if the code has a digital sign by a trusted signer. However, a new
security problem called as a "signed malicious code" problem arises. This
problem is occurred when a malicious code is digitally signed and the home

gateway mistakes the signer of the malicious code for a trusted party. Once the

home gateway accepts the malicious code,
security functions of NGN.

it

cannot be prevented by using

This thesis studies three security techniques to address security-related issues
on enterprise networks over NGN:

(l)

the protection of communications over an

enterprise network, especially, the protection

of communications crossing over

NGN and the Internet, (2) a TLS implementation method on cross-certification
environment that can reduce a number of certificates to be managed, and (3) an
object authentication method that the network platform verifies a digital signature

of an object code which is running on a home gateway to protect the enterprise
network from malicious coding.
Hereinafter, the existing work related with the above topics was summarized
in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes a model of enterprise networks over NGN dealt
with in this thesis and security threats to be solved. Chapter 4 proposes a secure
session provider service as a first security technique. Chapter 5 proposes a TLS
implementation method for the cross certification model as a second security
technique. Chapter 6 proposes a seamless object authentication (SOA) method as
a third security technique. Finally, Chapter 7 gives a conclusion.

Chapter 2
Related works
2.1Yirtual private network (VPN) service
In these days, various virtual private network (VPN) technologies were
proposed as mentioned in [89] and [90]. And also various VPN services
are offered by network service providers as wide area network (WAN)
services for enterprise.
In the past, VPN services using Layer 2 technologies, such as Frame
Relay and asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) were provided by network
service providers. However, these Layer 2 VPN technologies have a
scaling problem that the number of required virtual circuits achieving
optimal routing scales non-linearly if the network grows.
To solve the scaling problem, a border gateway protocol/multiprotocol
label switching (BGP/IVIPLS) VPN ([81], [82]) service was provided.
GBP/MPLS VPN service is using BGP to carry route information in the
shared network infrastructure (a MPLS core). This Layer 3 MPLS-VPN
solution achieves all of the security of the Layer 2 approach, while adding
enhanced scalability inherent in the use of Layer 3 routing technology. In
recent, "entry" VPN services are offered (t83]). The entry VPN service is
using a shared access network (like NGN).
Another alternative of Layer 2 VPN is Wide Area Ethernet (WAE,
[84], [85]) that is high-speed WAN service using Ethemet connectivity.
Essentially, WAE can simpliff linking remote locations.
As spreading the Internet and encryption technologies, Internet VPN
([86], [87]) was provided. Internet VPN is a VPN that using encapsulating
protocol (e.g. IPsec) to protect communication data over the public
network (like Internet).

During current several years, entry VPN services and Internet VPN
are rapidly growing in the VPN market (t881).NGN based entry VPN
services are also offered.

2.2 The next generation network (NGN)
The NGN framework is set by the International Telecommunication Union-

Telecommunication Standardization

Sector (ITU-T),

(European

its Technical Committee
TISPAN (TC TISPAN). Other standardization organizations such as the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF), Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP),
American National Standards Institute (ANSI), ECMA International (ECMA) and
Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) are actively involved in defining NGN standards.
Telecommunications Standards Institute), especially

ITU-T

has discussed an NGN in standards since at least 2003 and published a

I Recommendations. ITU-T defined a scope ([67] and
general
overview of NGN ([62]), terms and definitions ([66]), a capability
[68]), a

series of NGN Release

set ([63]) and functional requirements and architecture ([64]). ITU-T also
a Network attachment control functions (NACF, [65]). NGN
standardization activities in ITU-T were suryeyed in [59], [60] and [61].

developed

NGN is defined in [62] as follows: "A packet-based network able to provide
telecommunication services and able to make use of multiple broadband, QoS-

enabled transport technologies and

in

which service-related functions are

independent from underlying transport-related technologies. It enables unfettered
access for users to networks and to competing service providers and/or services

of their choice. It supports generalized mobility which will allow consistent and
ubiquitous provision of services to users."
On the above definition, the separation between services and their transport
and the addition of quality of service (QoS) to IP-based transport are recognized
as significant features of NGN.

ETSI TC TISPAN published NGN Release l, which provides the first set of
implement for NGN specifications. ETSI TC TISPAN developed a functional
architecture ([70]),the Network Attachment Subsystem (NASS, [71]), which
provides registration at the access level and initializes terminal accessing to NGN
services, and the Resource and Admission Control Subsystem (RACS, [72]),

which provides applications with a mechanism for requesting and reserving
resources from the access network. And also, ETSI TC TISPAN has adopted the

IMS ([73]). NGN standardization activities in ETSI were surveyed in [69].

2.3 Security of NGN
There are two types of security studies in related to NGN: security for NGN and
NGN for security.
The study of security for NGN is a study to protect NGN from certain security
threat(s).

The study of NGN for security is a study to provide security service by NGN
functions (include NGN security functions).

2.3.1 Studies of security for NGN

For security of NGN, ITU-T issued Recommendation Y.2701 ([8]).

This

Recommendation describes a method to achieve security by using the trust model,
that is, an NGN composed of trusted domain, un-trusted domain, and trusted but
vulnerable domain in-between. One of the key issues to achieve security with this
model is the method to transmit signaling, media, OAMP (Operation,

Administration, Maintenance and Provision) traffic from the un-trusted domain to
the trusted domain.

ETSI TC TISPAN also issued the security requirements pertaining to
TISPAN NGN in [7]. This described requirements for the various NGN
subsystems and covered security requirements for both the NGN core network,
and the NGN access network(s).

ECMA issued a series of technical reports (U 5l t7 6D which explore IP-based
enterprise communication from/to Corporate telecommunication Networks
including. Ref. [75] describes 5 models of the next generation corporate network
(NGCN)-NGN interconnection and listed 48 requirements to NGN, which
includes 24 security-related requirements.

Nisase presented basic ideas for achieving security in certain NGN
implementation in [7]. In this NGN implementation, blocking packets from/to
private address spaces using an NBE-equivalent function limits reachability from

points outside NGN unnecessary for its services to points within the NGN to
reduces unauthorized access across the entire network. This NGN implementation
also uses an NBE-equivalent function to prevent spoofing-related attacks that
misrepresent the source IP (Internet protocol) address or originating telephone
number.

Zhang et al. described a detailed analysis on security vulnerability of NGN in
[9]. They also discussed possible attacks by hijack, concluded NGN attacks and
proposed an active defense strategy in network-built security, boundary security,
access security and information transmission security.
Khan et al. proposed an Intrusion Detection and Prevention (IDP) system for
IP Multimedia Subsystem based multiparty conference system in [0]. This IDP

is to mitigate the effect of signaling message (ex. SIP INVITE and SIP
REGISTER) flooding attacks and internal threats. They also proposed an election
based distributed referring authority mechanism to handle the conflict arise due to
the single participant based referring.

For security of IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), Awais et al. analyzed the
security vulnerabilities and requirements of IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS),
particularly the impact of Denial-of-Service (DoS) and Distributed DoS (DDoS)
attacks on the IMS

in

Il].

They also proposed an intelligent Bio-inspired, selfdefending security framework for the IMS and Next Generation all-IP Networks.

2.3.2 Studies of NGN for security
Some network service providers are considering NGN as a service platform that
constructs a service distribution and management framework for end-users and

home service providers because they are considering that the distribution and
management service of the home network services are one of important functions

ofNGN

([]).

Nisase also presented a particularly robust defense function for SlP-controlled
session-based communications that have quality and reliability requirements in

[7]. In this NGN implementation, an NBE-equivalent

function linked to SIP

messages is used to open and close a pinhole so that communications between

terminals whose session has been established by SIP messages can use a priority
bandwidth.

In addition, certain NGN implementation provides a service, which controls
session establishment based on the authentication result by an authentication
server located outside NGN (i.e., in the application service provider network)
(61).
Fukazawa et al. proposed that multiple profiles should be used by NGN
providers in [2]. They also proposed a strong authentication mechanism and an
easy peer-to-peer broadband virtual private network service as service and
application examples.
Kawashima et al. proposed the SIP DIAL-UP method in [5]. The SIP DIALUP method is controlling Internet Key Exchange Protocol (II(E) and IPsec
connection with SIP signaling for establishing remote access by using the NGN
CSCF and RACF capabilities. The overviews of the SIP DIAL-UP method are
described in Appendix A.

2.4 Security of mobile code
In recent information

systems, security function becomes one of the most
important functions. Distributed object systems and mobile code systems have
many security functions.

2.4.1 Security functions of existing distributed object system
Some

of existing distributed object

systems (1271[29]) have following security

functions:

-

Peer entity authentication function:

it is a function to confirm the

assurance of the claimed identity of principals (like users or objects).

-

Access control function:

it is a function to limit the access to the

system

resource only to the authorized principals.

-

Security audit function:

it is a function to make audit trails to ensure

compliance with established policy and operational procedures, to detect
breaches in security, and to recommend any indicated changes in control,

policy and procedures.

-

it is a function to protect exchanged
data with peer entity to prevent from eavesdropping, injection and
Communication protection function:

modification ofdata and unauthorized access.

-

Non-repudiation function:

it is a function to make

a recipient of data with

proof of the origin of data and/or with proof of delivery of data.

-

Security management function: it is a function for administrators to
maintain security policies to control the security-related behavior of the
system.

2.4.2 Security functions of existing mobile code system
Many mobile code systems have security functions in nature (I23lt24ll25l I28l).
Some mobile code systems implements security functions based on a security
model called as "sand-box" model characterized as follows:

-

It is not allowed for

a mobile code to access to local resources.

It is not allowed for

a mobile code to access to other servers except for the

server in which the mobile code is located.

Although the "sand-box" model is suitable for achieving stronger security in
the mobile code system, the above strong limitations also ruin a flexibility of the
system.

For the balance of security and flexibility of the mobile code system, an
extension called as "signed" mobile code is introduced. The extension is
characterized as follows:

It is allowed for a mobile code to access local

resources and other servers

if

the mobile code is a digitally signed and the signer is trusted by the user.

The "signed" mobile code can be used to confirm who is a
developer/distributor of the mobile code and to prevent from unauthorized
modification of the mobile code.

Chapter 3
Models of enterprise network
over NGN
This chapter describes a model of enterprise networks over the next generation
network (NGN) at first. And then, threats to be solved are described.

3.1 Basic model

of

enterprise network over

NGN
In the recent enterprise, an enterprise network consists of several LANs in

a

headquarters, several branch offrces and several SOHOs and WANs which are
connected these LANs each other.

Figure 3.1 shows a model of enterprise network over NGN dealt with in this
thesis. This model is extension of model 2 and 4 described in [76] and supports
not only telecommunication service but also data communication service.

It

notes that model

2 atd 4 can also apply to not closely

related partners,

which share no common security policy and no security tunnel. Therefore, the
model shown on Figure 3.1 can also support SOHOs which are managed by third

party. The model shown in Figure 3.1 consists three tlpes of LANs (in
headquarters, branch office and SOHO), NGN connected with LANs in
headquarters and branch offices and the Intemet connected with NGN and LAN
in SOHO.
NGN-equivalent call session control function (CSCF), which is to establish
QoS-enabled communication sessions in cooperate with CSCF in NGN, and
transport function (TF) are located in the headquarters' LAN. (CSCF in the

LAN establish QoS-enabled communication sessions according to
security policies defined and managed in headquarters. If SOHOs are managed by

headquarters

third party, identity federation can be used for mapping between securities policy
of the enterprise and SOHOs.)
10
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Figure 3.1 Model of enterprise networks over NGN

In this model, each terminal (user terminals (UT) and application server (AP))
acts as a user agent (UA).

From the viewpoint of the enterprise network manager, LANs of headquarters
and branch offices are trusted, NGN and SOHO are trusted but vulnerable, and
the Intemet is un-trusted.

On the above model, there are two types of communications; client-server
communication (blue line in Figure 3.1) and P2P communication (red line in
Figure 3.1). The client-server communication is a communication between
application servers, in the LAN in headquarters or branch offices and users in the
headquarters, branch offices

or

SOHOs. The P2P communication

is

a

communication between users.

3.2 Threats of enterprise network over NGN
As mentioned above, NGN and SOHO are trusted but vulnerable, and the Intemet
is un-trusted. It means that equipment in NGN and SOHO and data transmitted in

NGN, SOHO and the Internet are exposed to the threat from the Internet directly.
For the security of communications on the above basic model, threats shown

in Table 3.1 are required to be considered.

Table 3.1 Threats to be considered
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signaling data
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headquarters user
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SOHO user
headquarters user
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SOHO uscr
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Unauthorized
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UT or AP in branch office

UTin SOHO

from UT or AP in headouarters
from UT or AP in branch office

from UT in SOHO

notes that these threats

from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from

the Internet
the Internet
the Internet
the Internet
the nternet
the nternet
the nternet
the nternct
the nternet
to the Internet

to the Internet
to the Internet

in Table 3.1 may come not only from the Internet

but also from SOHO if some SOHO environments are not managed properly.
Because NGN has security function

in

nature, some security threats are

"in NGN" can be addressed by NGN.
However, security threats "in the Internet" and "from the Internet" cannot be
addressed by NGN. Namely, security threats
addressed only by NGN security function.

And the security threat for unauthorized access from the Internet

to

headquarters or branch offices can be addressed by NGN NBE function. And the

security threat for unauthorized access from the Internet
addressed by traditional firewall

if

to SOHOs may

SOHOs are managed properly.

be

つ４

And also, NGN security function can address security threats for information
leakage from headquarters to the Internet "via NGN directly" and information
leakage from branch office to the Internet "via NGN directly" if NGN inspects
communication between the headquarters (or branch offices) and the Internet.
However, NGN security function can address security threats for information
leakage from headquarters to the Internet "via SOHO user" and information
leakage from branch office to the Internet "via SOHO user" because SOHO is
connected to the Internet directly. The detail and proposed solution of this
problem is described in Chapter 6.
As shown in Table 3.2,the following threats are required to be addressed for
secure enterprise network:

(l)

Eavesdropping

of communication data in the Internet and SOHO (i.e.,

non-NGN network section),

(2)

Modification/Destroy

of

communication data

in

non-NGN network

section,

(3) Impersonation from the Internet,
(4) Phishing from the Internet,
(5) Unauthorized access from the Internet to UT in SOHO and
(6) Information leakage to the Internet
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Table 3.2 Threats to be addressed
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from the Internet
from the Internet
from the Internet
from the Internet
from the Internet
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from UT in SOHO
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Chapter 4
Secure Session Provider Service
over NGN
4.1Introduction
This chapter proposes a secure session provider service that is a system against
the problem about how it protects communications crossing over NGN and the
Internet.

The secure communication provider service sets up an encrypted
communication sessions between a communication device on NGN and a
communication device on the Internet between up in cooperation with NGN's call
session control function (CSCF) to protect communications crossing over NGN
and the Internet. Especially, the secure communication provider service can be
used not only for communications between a server and a client, but also for peerto-peer (P2P) communications.

4.2 Requirements of the secure session provider
service
4.2.1 Application model
Figure 4.1 shows two types of application models of the secure session provider
services. One is a client-server model for protection of communications between
an application seryer and a user terminal, and another one is a P2P model for
protection of P2P communications between user terminals.
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Figure 4.1 Application model

The client-server model is to communicate between an application server
(AP) on the Internet and a user terrrinal (UT) on NGN or between an AP on NGN
and UT on the Intemet. This mode is for each NGN user to retrieve some
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information from AP via UT or to use a contents delivery service (AP) on NGN
from UT on the Internet.

The P2P model is to communicate between UTs on NGN and/or on the
Internet. This model is for file sharing services or messaging services between
users.

4.2.2 Threats model
On the above application models, the secure communication provider service
provides countermeasures against the following four threats:

-

Eavesdropping of communication data

Modificatior/Destroy of communication data
Impersonation
Phishing

4.2.3 Functional requirements
From the above application models and threats model, the secure communication

provider service provides

an

encryption

of

communication data

and

authentication of the communication peer and also is designed to meet following
requirements:

(I

)

Independencyofapplicationprotocol
Fast establishment of encrypted communication session

Confidentiality of communication data
Integrity of communication data
Authentication of communication peer

Independency of application protocol

As mentioned above, there are two types of communications crossing over
NGN and the Internet: communication between a seryer and a client and
peer-to-peer communication.

In addition, various application protocols are

used on these two types of communications.
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Therefore, the secure communication provider service is required to
protect communications independent with communication types and/or
application protocols.

(2)

Fast establishment of encrypted communication sesslon

There are some application services required to establish many
communication sessions with multiple communication peers like P2P
communication or service mush-up. For such a kind of application services,

it is required to establish an encrypted communication session quickly to
minimize impact against user experiences.
(3)

Confidentiality of communication data

It is required to protect confidentiality of communication data to prevent
from eavesdropping of communication data.

И十

Integrity of communication data

It is required to protect integrity of communication data to prevent from
modification or destrov of communication data.

(5)

Authentication of communication peer

It is required to authenticate

the communication peer to prevent from

impersonation and phishing.

4.3 Secure session provider service
4.3.1 Overview of the authentication mediation model
This thesis proposes an authentication mediation model as a base model of the
secure communication provider by using the call session control function of NGN.
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Table 4.1 Planes of secure communication

彗
1鱚
User plane

Protection of communication data confidentialitv
Protection of communication data integrity

Control plane

Peer entity authentication

Authorization (access decision)
Negotiation of security association

Error/Alert notifi cation
Acknowledgement
Revocation of security association

As shown in Table 4. I, the secure session consists of two planes: the user
plane and control plane. The user plane is to protect application data and the
control plane is to control the user plane.

As mentioned in [92], traditional VPN models are classified into two models:
full-mesh VPN model and hub-and-spoke VPN model.

In full-mesh VPN, one communication device is establishing user planes and
control planes with other devices directly and any two communication devices
perform all process including peer authentication and security association
generation.

In hub-and-spoke VPN ([91]), one communication device is establishing user
plane and control plane with one hub device and all ofdata exchanged between
any two communication devices are decrypted and re-encrypted by the hub
device.

The authentication mediation model introduces a trusted third parfy (TTP)
which controls control planes and performs peer authentication and security
association generation on behalf of communication devices to mediate
establishment of encrypted communication sessions. In the authentication
mediation model, one communication device is also establishing user planes
with other devices directly. However, one communication device is establishing
19

only one control plane with TTP. Because application data are exchanged
between any two communication devices directly, TTP in the authentication
mediation model needs less computing power than the hub device in the hub-andspoke VPN system. And also, because TTP performs peer authentication and

security association generation on behalf of communication devices,
communication devices in the authentication mediation model need less
computing power than communication devices in the fuIl-mesh VPN system.

Figure 4.2 shows the overview of the authentication mediation model. To
establish a secure communication session between APs and/or UTs, the
authentication mediation model consists of three phases: the authentication phase,
the key distribution phase and the secure data exchange phase.

At first, the authentication

phase is performed.

In the authentication

phase,

TTP authenticates UTs and APs respectively. If authentications are success, TTP
establishes and keeps control plane sessions with UTs and APs. And also, UTs

and APs register their security policies (SPs) to TTP via the established control
plane sessions.

Next, the key distribution phase is performed. In the key distribution phase,
TTP generates a security association (SA) for the secure communication session
between AP and UT. And then, TTP distributes SA to AP and UT through control
plane sessions. This phase is triggered when UT (AP) tries to communicate with
AP (UT).
And then, the secure data exchange phase is performed. This phase follows the
key distribution phase immediately. At the secure data exchange phase, UT and
AP confirm if they share same SA or not. And UT and AP start the application
data transmission through the established secure communication session.
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Figure 4.2 Basic concept of the proposed method

In the authentication mediation model, peer authentication is performed before

all of

secwe communication session establishments.

As the result,

the

authentication mediation model can establish encrlpted communication sessions
effectively and quickly.

In the authentication mediation model, there are other two

phases: key de-

registration phase and logout phase.
The key de-registration phase is a phase to terminate a secure communication
session between AP and UT. After finishing the secure data exchange phase, the

to delete an SA to AP and UT
AP
and
UT
receive the message from TTP,
through control plane sessions. When
AP and UT delete specified SA.
UT (AP) requests to TTP. TTP

sends a message

The logout phase is a phase for UT (AP) to logout from TTP. In the logout
phase, UT (AP) sends a message to logout from TTP. When TTP receives the
message, TTP deletes SP and terminates the control plane session with UT (AP).

4.3.2 Overview of the secure communication provider service
The secure communication provider service is an implementation of TTP in the
authentication mediation model shown in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.3 shows a system
model of a secure session communication provider service uses Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) as a control protocol of the control plane and plays as a TTP in
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cooperation with CSCF of NGN for encrypted communication (IPsec) sessions
crossing over NGN and the Internet.

in Figure 4.3 consists of four functions and two databases: SIP user
agent function (SIP UA), security policy management function (SPM), back to
sSCP

back user agent function (B2B UA), Third parry call control user agent function

(3PCC UA), policy information database (Policy Info.

DB) and

session

information database (Session Info. DB).
SIP UA is a function to send or receive SIP messages and thereby manage a
SIP session with UT or AP. And also, when establishing a SIP session, SIP UA
authenticates UT (or AP).It notes that the SIP session between SIP UA and CSCF
is protected by lPsec or TLS.

SPM is a function to manage SPs stored in the Policy Info. DB and to create a

security association (SA) from two security policies

by

selecting common
element between two SPs. SA created by SPM is distributed to UT and AP.
B2B UA is a function to handle the SIP message exchange to store SPs in the
policy information database.

Parlay-X

3PCC

SIP signaling with SA

Figure 4.3 System architecture
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3PCC UA is a function to receive requests to establish or terminate an IPsec
Third Pafi Call Web Service (Parlay-X 3PCC WS) (tl61).

session as Parlay-X

Policy information database is a database to store SPs with SIP-URI.
Session information database is a database to store IPsec session information

with two SIP-URI and Call-ID (defined in [a]).

In addition, UT and AP in Figure 4.2 consist of three functions and one
to provide communication data protection to applications (Apps):

database

security policy register function (SPR), secure session control function (SSC),
IPsec communication function (IPsec) and security association database (SADB).
SPR is a function to maintain its own SP.
SSC is a function to communicate with sSCP by SIP protocol and to store SA

in SADB (or delete it from SADB). It notes that the SIP session between SIP UA
and CSCF is protected by IPsec or TLS.
IPsec is a function to protect application data by using SA stored in SADB.

SADB is a database to store SA received from sSCP.

4.3.3 Behaviors of the secure communication provider service

(1)

Authenticationphase

In the authentication phase, all of APs and all of UTs are authenticated by
sSCP and register their SPs on sSCP before any communication between APs

and,/or UTs.

In detail, sSCP, APs and UTs exchange

Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 Authentication & policy registration

At first, UT (or AP) establishes a secure session (IPsec session or TLS
session) with CSCF and sends SIP REGISTER message. When CSCF
receives SIP REGISTER message, CSCF checks if a sender information
(SIP-URI) of SIP REGISTER message is the entity, who is authenticated
when the secure session was established, or not. And CSCF stores a pair of
SIP-URI and IP address and returns SIP response message to UP (AP).

And then, UT (AP) sends sSCP a SIP MESSAGE message (defined in

p8l), which carries with the security policy (SP).

It notes that if SOHOs are managed by third party, the SIP MESSAGE
is recommended to be digitally signed and carry with a digital

message

certificate of the sender to make sSCP authenticate the sender directly.

When sSCP receives the message, sSCP checks a sender's information
to identiff the sender and verifies a digital signature of the
message and the digital certificate to authenticate a sender of the message if
the message is digitally signed. If authentication is success, sSCP stores SP
into the policy information database.

(SIP-URI)

Hereinafter, sSCP considers that the senders of messages are the same if
SIP-URIs are the same because NGN prohibits from impersonation of SIPURI.
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(2)

Key distribution phase

After registration of SP of a UT, the UT can be allowed to establish IPsec
sessions with APs (or other UTs). The key distribution phase is to establish
an IPsec session with an AP (or UT). In the key distribution phase, the UT
requests sSCP to establish an IPsec session with AP.

In detail, sSCP, APs and UTs exchange messages shown in Figure 4.5.
There are two types of method to establish an IPsec session. One is a method

initiated by SIP INVITE request message (defined in [a]) and another is
method initiated by Parlay-X 3PCC WS.

a

In the method initiated by SIP INVITE request message, a UT sends sSCP
a SIP INVITE request message, which indicates an AP's SIP-URI in its body,
at first.

When sSCP receives the SIP INVITE request message from the UT, sSCP
makes an access decision. (i.e., the UT has a right to communicate with the

AP.) And if the UT has the right, sSCP retrieves SPs of the UT and the AP
from the policy information database and creates one security association
(SA) defined in Table 4.2 by selecting common element between two SPs.

And sSCP sends the AP another SIP INVITE request message with the
created SA. The AP stores SA into AP's SA DB if it is acceptable and
returns a SIP INVITE response message.

When sSCP receives the SIP INVITE response message from the AP,
sSCP sends the SIP INVITE response message with the SA to the UT if the
received response from the AP is a positive response.
The UT stores SA into UT's SA.

As the result, the UT and the AP shares the same SA. That is, an IPsec
session between the UT and the AP is established.

On the other hand, in the method initiated by Parlay-X 3PCC WS, a UT

sends sSCP the SOAP message, which is called as a
makecallsessionRequest message (defined in [6]), instead of the SIP
INVITE request message.
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Table 4.2 Structure of Securitv Association

An identifier of this security association.
Sender

Information in regard to the sender on this lPsec session,

information

which contains:
- IP address
- port number.

Information in regard to the receiver on this IPsec session,
which contains:

Receiver

information

- IP address
- port number.

Encryption

Selected encryption algorithm

algorithm

session

to be used on this

A key value to be used for

IPsec

encryption/decryption

of

communication data on this lPsec session.
Selected MAC algorithm to be used on this lPsec sesslon.

A key value to be used for generation/verification of
message authentication code on this lPsec session.

Validity

Validity period of this security association.

When sSCP receives the makeCallSessionRequ€st message from the UT,
sSCP makes an access decision (i.e., it checks whether the UT has a right to

communicate with the AP or not) . And if the UT has the right, sSCP creates
a SA from

UT's

SP and AP's SP.

And then sSCP, UT and AP exchange SIP messages according to SIP
3PCC message sequence

([9])

to establish an IPsec session. In detail, sSCP

creates a SIP INVITE request message with the created SA and sends it to the
AP. The AP stores SA into AP's SA DB and returns a SIP INVITE response
message.
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When sSCP receives the SIP INVITE response message from the AP,
sSCP sends the SIP INVITE response message with the SA to the UT. The
UT stores SA into UT's SA.

(3)

Key de-registration phase

In the key de-registration phase, a UT (or an AP) sends sSCP a message to
request

to terminate an IPsec

session

with an AP (a UT). As the key

distribution phase, there are two types of methods to terminate the session
shown in Figure 4.6: a method initiated by SIP BYE request message and a
method initiated by Parlay-X 3PCC WS.

In the method initiated by SIP BYE request message, a UT sends sSCP

a

SIP BYE request message, which indicates the IPsec session with the AP as a
Call-ID, at first.
When sSCP receives the SIP BYE request message from the UT, sSCP
makes an access decision. (i.e., the UT has a right to terminate the
communication with the AP.) And if the UT has the right, sSCP retrieves
corresponding session information from Session Info. DB and deletes it. DB
and sends the AP another SIP BYE request message, which indicates the
IPsec session with the UT as a CalllD.
The AP deletes SA with the UT from SA DB and returns a SIP BYE
response message.

When sSCP receives the SIP BYE response message from the AP, sSCP
sends the SIP BYE response message to the

UT. The UT deletes the SA with

the AP from SA DB.

As the result, the shared SAs are deleted from the UT and the AP. That is,
the lPsec session between the UT and the AP is terminated.

On the other hand, in the method using Parlay-X 3PCC WS, a UT sends
sSCP the SOAP message, which is called as a endCallSessionRequest
message (defined in [6]), instead of the SIP BYE request message.
When sSCP receives the endCallSessionRequest message from the UT,
sSCP makes an access decision. (i.e., the UT has a right to communicate with
the AP.) And if the UT has the right, sSCP deletes session information from
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Figure 4.7 Logout

the session information database and sends the SIP BYE request message to
the AP and the UT according to SIP 3PCC message sequence to terminate
the IPsec session.

(4)

Logout phase

In the logout phase, AP (or UT) sends a SIP MESSAGE message with no
body to request sSCP to delete registered SP at the authentication phase.
When sSCP receives the SIP MESSAGE message with no body, sSCP deletes
SP of the sender of the message (Figure 4.7)

.

4.4 Evaluation
4.4.1 Conformity of functional requirements
This section describes how the secure cornmunication provider service satisfies
functional requirements shown in Section 4.2.3.
(I

)

Independency of application protocol

The secure communication provider service is to set up an IPsec session and
NGN is an IP based network. Therefore, the secure communication provider
service can protect any kind

of uni-cast application protocols like HTTP,

FTP, RTP and so on.
Although the secure communication service provider in this thesis does not
support to protect IP multicast at this time,

it will

be able to support IP

of
UTs and APs which performs IP multicast communication because the
multicast if a group management function is designed to manage SIP-URIs
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secure communication service provider does not use a key exchange protocol

for uni-cast communication like IKE.

(2)

Fast establishment of encrypted communication session

The secure communication provider service performs costly processes (like
password input, public key encryption processing and so on) in advance.

In addition, sSCP generates SAs on behalf of UTs and APs and distributes
it them.
As the result, when establishing an IPsec session between a UT and an AP,
the UT and the AP are not required to perform costly processes (authenticate

the peer and negotiates an SA). Therefore,

it is able to establish

an lPsec

session quickly.

(3) Confidentiality of application

data

In the proposed system, confidentiality of application data is achieved by
IPsec.

However, there is a threat that an attacker can decrypt an IPsec packet by
acquiring an SA illegally.
There are two types of acquisition timing; when the SA is generated on
sSCP and when the SA is distributed from sSCP.
To prevent from the former illegal acquisition, sSCP is required not to hold

SA

(especially secret information

like

encryption

k"y,

message

authentication key and so on). Therefore, sSCP abandon an SA as soon as
distribution of it even if sSCP generate the SA.

To prevent from the latter illegal acquisition, sSCP is required to protect
communication data with UTs and APs. Because communication within
NGN is protected by NGN, the problem is how to protect SIP messages
between CSCF and UT (or AP) on the Intemet. IMS, which is a specification
of CSCF, is required to protect communication data between CSCF and the
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communication terminal

by

IPsec. Therefore, the confidentiality
messages between CSCF and UT (or AP) is achieved by IPsec.

of

SIP

As the result, it is difficult to acquire SA illegally on the proposed system
and the proposed system achieves the confidentiality ofapplication data.

И十

Integrity of application data
As the confidentiality of application data, the integrity of application data is
achieved by IPsec. And the SA is protected as mentioned above.

Therefore, the proposed system achieves the integrity ofapplication data.

Authentication of communication peer

In the proposed system, sSCP authenticates all of UTs and APs by digital
certificate when they register SPs to sSCP. Once sSCP authenticates them,
sSCP keeps pairs of SIP-URI of the SIP message and SP into policy
information database.

of SIP message is already
the sender of SIP message is already stored into policy

Hereinafter, sSCP considers that the sender
authenticated

if

information database.
Because

NBE of NGN has a function to protect attacks from

unauthenticated peers, NBE prevent from transmitting SIP messages from
unauthorized user. Therefore. NGN assures the sender of SIP message is not
impersonated.

In addition, sSCP sends SIP messages to SIP-URIs stored into policy
information database only. Because all of SIP-URIs stored into policy
information database is authenticated, sSCP can assure the sender

of

SIP

message is not impersonated.

As the result, the proposed

system prevents

from

unauthorized
communication by the impersonation of UTs (or APs) and from phishing.
However, there is a possibility that sSCP cannot receive a message for the
Logout phase even if a UT sends the message because of network troubles.
In this case, because a pair of SIP-URI and SP of the UT is not deleted from
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policy information database, unauthorized user can communicate with APs
as the authorized user. To prevent from such a problem, sSCP is required to
retrieve user status information form a presence function (user management
function) of NGN and update the policy information database when certain
user's stafus is chansed.

4.4.2 Comparison with existing methods
From the viewpoint of elapsed time for establishing an encrypted communication,
user authentication and SA sharing are important factors because these require
user interaction (like entering a password), (public key) encryption processing
and message exchange. And also, these are important factors from the viewpoint
ofprocessing power because (public key) encryption processing is required much
processing power.

In

addition, from the viewpoint of information management, reducing
authorization (access decision) points is an important factor because it requires
distributing and managing access control information securely.

From above three viewpoints, comparisons of the proposed methods with
existing methods (IKE and SIP DIAL-UP) are described. Especially, comparisons
of processing power and of information management are described on following
two communication models; the Client-Server model, which supposes that n UTs
communicate with m APs respectively, and the P2P model, which supposes that n
UTs communicate with each other.

(l)

Authentication and negotiation in IKE method

In IKE method, one IKE session between two entities is required to
communicate with them by IPsec. And one mutual authentication is
performed when one IKE session is established.

And also, negotiation of SA is performed when one lPsec session is
established.

From the viewpoint of information management, IKE method requires
distributing and managing an ID of communication peer on the entity for
authorization.
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(2)

Authentication and negotiation in SIP DIAL-UP method

In SIP DIAL-UP

method, one IKE session between two entities is also
required to communicate with them by IPsec. And one mutual authentication
is performed when one IKE session is established.

In addition, SIP DIAL-UP method requires establishing a SIP session with
CSCF before establishing any IKE session. It means that one more mutual
authentication (pre-authentication) is required between the entity and CSCF.

And also, negotiation of SA is performed when one IPsec session is
established.

From the viewpoint of information management, SIP DIAL-UP method
requires distributing and managing an ID of communication peer on the
entity for authorization.

(3)

Authentication and negotiation in the proposed method

In the proposed method, no mutual authentication is performed between two
entities because the entity considers that CSCF and sSCP transmits SIP
messages from authenticated entity to authenticated entity.

To assure above assumption, the proposed method requires establishing a
secure SIP session with CSCF. Therefore, pre-authentication is required
between the entity and CSCF. In the case that the SIP MESSAGE message
sent to sSCP is digitally signed, one more pre-authentication is performed.

And also, the proposed method requires no negotiation because SA is
generated on sSCP and distributed to two entities via SIP sessions.

From the viewpoint of information management, the proposed method
does not require distributing and managing an ID of communication peer on
the communication device because sSCP performs authorization on behalf

communication devices and distributes SA to communication devices

only ifauthorization is success.
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if

of

and

(4)

Comparison of elapsed time
From the viewpoint of elapsed time for establishing a secure communication

session, existing two methods take time for processing authentication
(entering a PIN, verification of digital signature, message exchange with AS
and so on) and time for processing negotiation (message exchange with
communication peer, key calculation and so on) when establish a secure
communication session, but the proposed method takes only time for key
distribution from sSCP because it performs no authentication and no
negotiation when establish a secure communication session,
Therefore, the proposed method takes less time than existing two methods.

(5)

Comparison of processing power on the Client-Server model

In IKE method, one UT establishes an IKE session and an IPsec session with
certain AP. It means that one UT performs 1 authentication and / negotiation
to communicate with certain AP. Because one UT communicates with m APs,
One UT performs m authentications and m negotiations in total. From the
viewpoint of AP, certain AP performs n authentications and n negotiations
because certain AP communicates with n UTs.

In these days, from several reasons (provisioning of authentication
information, security of distributed authentication information, and so on),
many large enterprise introduce an authentication server (AS) for centralized
authentication information management and peer authentication on behalf of
UTs/APs. RADIUS seryer, DIAMETER server and OCSP responder are
examples of AS. If AS is introduced, AS authenticates UTs on behalf of all
APs. It means that AS performs nm authentications in IKE method.
In SIP DIAL-UP method, one UT also establishes an IKE session and an
It means that one UT also performs 1
authentication and 1 negotiation to communicate with certain AP. In addition,
IPsec session with certain AP.

one UT performs 1 pre-authentication before any communications because
the UT establishes a SIP session with CSCF. Therefore, one UT performs 1
pre-authentication, m authentications and

UT

communicates

z

negotiations in total because one

with m APs. From the viewpoint of AP, certain AP

performs 1 pre-authentication,

r

authentications and n negotiations because
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certain AP communicates with n UTs.
pre-authentications and

nz

If AS is introduced, AS performs z

authentications on behalf of all APs.

In the proposed method, one UT performs .l

pre-authentication when

ro authenticatian and no
negotiation to communicate with certain AP. And one UT may perform /
establishing a SIP session with CSCF and perforrns

pre-authentication when sending a SIP MESSAGE message to sSCP. It means
that one UT only performs or 2 pre-authentication in total. From the

I

viewpoint of AP, certain AP also performs only 1 pre-authentication in total
even if certain AP communibates with n UTs. If AS is introduced, AS
performs zr pre-authentications on behalf of all APs.
Therefore, from the vieupoint of processing power, the proposed method
takes less processing power than existing two methods as shown in Table

4.3.

(a) A UT using

existing two methods is required to perform
authentications in proportion to the number of APs (i.e., O(rz)). On
the other hand, a UT using the proposed method is required to only

perforrn a fixed number ofpre-authentication (i.e., O(1)).

Table 4.3 Comparisons of processing power on the Client-Server model
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(b)

A UT using existing two methods is required to perform negotiations
in proportion to the number of APs (i.e., O(m)), but the proposed
method is not required to perform any negotiation (i.e., O(0)).

An AP using existing two

methods are required

to

perform

authentications in proportion to the number of UTs (i.e., O(n)), but an

AP using the proposed method is required to only perform a fixed
number of pre-authentication (i.e., OQ)),
(d)

An AP using existing two methods is

required

to

perform

authentications in proportion to the number of UTs (i.e., O(n)), but an

AP using the proposed method is not required to perform any
negotiation (i.e., O(0)),

If AS is introduced,

an AS using existing two methods are required to
perform authentications in proportion to the product of the number of

APs and UTs. (i.e., O(mn)), but an AS using the proposed method is
required to perform pre-authentications in proportion to the sum of
the number of APs and UTs. (i.e., O(m+n))

(6)

Comparison of processing power on the P2P model

In IKE method, one UT establishes an IKE session and an IPsec session with
certain UT. It means that one UT performs 1 authentication and 1 negotiation

to communicate with certain UT. Because one UT communicates with n-1
UTs on the P2P model, One UT performs r-1 authentications and n-l
negotiations in total. If AS is introduced, AS authenticates other UTs on
behalf of all UTs. It means that AS performs n(n-l) authentications in IKE
method.

In SIP DIAL-UP method, one UT also establishes an IKE session and an
UT. It means that one UT also performs 1

IPsec session with certain
authentication and

/

negotiation to communicate with certain UT. In addition,

one UT performs 1 pre-authentication to establish a SIP session with CSCF.

Therefore, one UT performs 1 pre-authentication, r-1 authentications and r-1
negotiations in total.

If AS is introduced, AS performs r

and n(n- I ) authentications on behalf of all APs.
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pre-authentications

In the proposed method, one UT perfomrs ,l

pre-authentication when

establishing a SIP session with CSCF and performs no authentication and no
negotiation to communicate with other UTs. And one UT mayperform
authentication when sending a SIP MESSAGE message
or 2 pre-authentication

that one UT only performs

I

I

pre-

sSCP. It means
in total. If AS is

to

inhoduced, AS performs n pre-authentications on behalf of all APs.
Therefore, from the viewpoint of processing power, the proposed method
takes less processing power than existing two methods as shown in Table

4.4.

(a) A UT using

existing two methods

is

required

to

perfomr

authentications in proportion to the number of UTs (i.e., O(z)). On
the other hand, a UT using the proposed method is required to only
perform a fixed number ofpre-authentication (i.e., O(/)).

O) A UT using existing two methods is required to perforrr negotiations
in proportion to the number of APs (i.e., O(m)), but the proposed
method is not required to perform any negotialion (i.e., O(0)).

(c)

If AS is introduced, an AS using existing two methods are required to
perform authentications in proportion to the square of the number of
UTs. (i.e., O(nt)),but an AS using the proposed method is required to
perform pre-authentications in proportion to the number of UTs (i.e.,

o(n))'

Table 4.4 Comparisons of processlng power on the P2P model
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(7)

Comparison of information management on the Client-server model

In II(E

method, one AP requires managing a list of all UT's IDs for
authorization. It means that a manager of the enterprise network requires
distributing access control information to

z

APs.

In SIP DIAL-UP method, one AP also requires managing a list of all UT's
IDs for authorization. It means that a manager of the enterprise network
requires distributing access control information to

In the proposed method,

z APs.

access control information

is not managed on

each AP and is managed on sSCP. It means that a manager of the enterprise

network
Therefore, from the viewpoint

of information management, existing two

methods is required to manage access control information securely on the
places in proportion to the number of APs (i.e., O(m)) but the proposed
method is required to manage access control information securely on sSCP
(i.e., O(1)).

(8)

Comparison of information management on the P2P model

In IKE method, one UT requires managing a list of all other UT's IDs for
authorization. It means that a manager of the enterprise network requires
distributing access control information to n UTs.

In SIP DIAL-UP method, one UT also requires managing a list of all other
UT's IDs for authorization. It means that a manager of the enterprise network
requires distributing access control information to n UTs.

In the proposed method,

access control information

is not managed on

each UT and is managed on sSCP. It means that a manager of the enterprise

network
Therefore, from the viewpoint of information management, existing two
methods is required to manage access control information securely on the
places

in proportion to the number of UTs (i.e., O(n)) but the

proposed

method is required to manage access control information securely on sSCP
(i.e., o(/)).
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4.4.3 Considerations for security

(l)

Security against the impersonation

In the

proposed method, the communication device does not authenticate the

communication peer directly. It means that the following risks are considered as a
cause of impersonation.

-

CSCF misunderstand an attacker with UT, AP or sSCP.
sSCP misunderstand an attacker with UT or AP.

An attacker hijacks a SIP session of authenticated user.

An attacker updates UA information stored in CSCF by

unauthorized

access.

-

An attacker updates SP information stored in sSCP by unauthorized access.

However, CSCF authenticate an entity by TLS with mutual authentication
when the entity requests to establish a SIP session and refuse to transmit SIP
messages from unauthenticated entity. Therefore, it is difficult that CSCF
misunderstand an attacker with UT, AP or sSCP.

And SIP

messages received

by

sSCP are

only from authenticated entity

because of above mentioned NGN security function. Therefore, sSCP can identiS

the sender

of SIP messages

correctly.

It

means that

it is difficult

that

sSCP

misunderstand an attacker with UT or AP.

Against a SIP session hijack, the proposed system can protect a SIP session
by TLS. Because all SIP messages are encrypted, it is difficult for an attacker to
modi$/insert SIP messages. Therefore, it is diflicult for an attacker to hijack a
SIP session.

To protect the stored information in CSCP or sSCP, access control function
provided by most of file systems or database products can be used.

As the result, the

proposed system prevents from unauthorized

communication by the impersonation of UTs (or APs) and from phishing.
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(2) Security of SA distribution
As mentioned above, one of the most serious security threats for sSCP is that an
attacker can decrypt an IPsec packet by acquiring an SA illegally.
There are two types of acquisition timing; when the SA is generated on sSCP
and when the SA is distributed from sSCP.

To prevent from the former illegal acquisition, sSCP is required not to hold
SA (especially secret information like encryption key, message authentication key
and so on). Therefore, sSCP abandon an SA as soon as distribution ofit even if
sSCP generate the SA.

To prevent from the latter illegal acquisition, sSCP is required to protect
communication data with UTs and APs. Because communication within NGN is
protected by NGN, the problem is how to protect SIP messages between CSCF

and UT (or AP) on the Internet. IMS, which is a specification of CSCF, is
required to protect communication data between CSCF and the communication
terminal by lPsec. Therefore, the confidentiality of SIP messages between CSCF
and UT (or AP) is achieved by IPsec.
As the result, it is difficult to acquire SA illegally on the proposed system.

(3)

Security of SIP messages

The proposed system protects a SIP message by hop-by-hop security. Namely,
SIP messages transmitted between UA in SOHO and CSCF (via the Intemet) are
protected by TLS with mutual authentication, SIP messages transmitted in NGN
are protected by NGN security function, and SIP messages transmitted between
sSCP and CSCF are protected by TLS with mutual authentication..

In addition, once sSCP authenticates UAs, sSCP considers that the sender of
SIP message, which sSCP receives, is already authenticated because NBE prevent

from transmitting SIP messages from unauthorized entity.
As the result, the proposed system protects all of SIP messages.
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(4) Security against the man-in-the-middle

attack

Man-in-the-middle attack is an attack that an illegal intermediate makes
independent connections and relays data with modifications.
There are two types of man-in-the-middle attacks on the proposed system;

man-in-the-middle attack for a SIP session and man-in-the-middle attack for an
application data
To prevent from the man-in-the-middle attack for a SIP session, the proposed
system protects a SIP session by hop-by-hop security as mentioned above.

To prevent from the man-in-the-middle attack for an application data, the
proposed system protects by end-to-end security. Namely, an application data
exchanged between two communication devices are encrypted by IPsec. And
also, an SA is distributed securely via secure SIP session. Therefore, the man-in-

the-middle attack for an application data is difficult.

4.4.4 Considerations for implementation

(l)

Separation oflPsec and IKE

In these days, many of operating systems (OSs) provide IPsec communication
function. Therefore, to implement the proposed method to communication
devices, it will be required to install software modules, which implement SPR
function and SSC function, instead of IKE function.
However, there are some OSs on which lPsec communication function is
integrated with IKE function. For that case, it is also required to implement IPsec
function and SADB as a virtual network driver and to disable the IPsec function
provided by OS.

(2)

Underlying protocol of SIP

Because some SIP messages are digitally signed and/or contains SP or SA, the
size ofmessage is bigger than 1500 octets (the size ofone IP packet). Therefore,

it is recommended not to use UDP, but to use TCP
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as the

transport layer protocol.

(3) Load balancing of sSCP
sSCP may be a single point of failure in the proposed method. Especially, there is

a possibility to exceed the maximum processing ability of sSCP if numerous
of UTs and/or APs perform the authentication phase and/or the key
distribution phase at same time. To avoid it, it is required to consider the load

numbers

balancing of sSCP.

4.5 Supporting TLS
The secure communication provider service is also able to apply to the Transport
Layer Security (TLS) communication instead of IPsec communication.

Generally, the TLS handshake process takes a lot of costs to verifu the
authenticity of the communication peer because the peer authentication of TLS is
based on PKI. And also, key calculation in negotiation of security association is a
costly process because public key encryption/decryption or DH key exchange
methods are used.

The resuming session can improve the performance of TLS session
establishment (t52]t53]). The resuming session is known as "TLS session
resume" shown in Figure 4.8.

ITtSldil轟

■1

卜I TLSserver
He‖ o

Request message

Client Hello messase (
Server Hello messaEelsessionl Dl
Change Cipher Spec messase

Finished messase

Chanee Cioher Snec messaEe

Finished messase

Figure 4.8 TLS session resume
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<xsd :sche ma xm ns xsd ="http ://www.w3.o rg | 2001 lXMLSche ma">
<xsd :element name="TLS">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd :e lement name="Ci pherS uite" type="xsd :stri ng"
maxOccurs="u nbounded" />
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:schema>
I

:

Figure 4.9 XML schema of SP for TLS

くTLS>
くCipherSune>丁 LS̲RSA VVITH AES̲128̲CBC̲SHAく /CipherSune>
くCipherSuite>TLS̲RSA WITH 3DES̲EDE̲CBC̲SHAく /CipherSune>
くlTLS>

Figure 4.10 Example of SP for TLS

To support TLS communication, following modifications are required.
MESSAGE message is sent from TLS client (TLS server) to SIP server. The

body of this message carries a security policy (i.e., a list of available cipher
suites). Figure 4.9shows the XML schema of security policy. And Figure 4.10
shows an example of security policy.

l.

Registering available cipher suite as SP

To support TLS communication, it is required to register available cipher
suites for TLS as SP in the authentication phase. Figure 4.9 is a XML
schema representation for SP. (Figure 4. l0 is an example of SP.)

The security policy in Figure 8 states that TLS client (or TLS server) has

two available cipher suites: one is the cipher
"TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA",
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suite

which uses the RSA public key

encryption algorithm, the AES common key encryption algorithm with 128

bits key in CBC mode and the SHA-I hash algorithm for

peer

authentication, data encryption and HMAC respectively. And another is
the cipher suite "TLS_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA", which uses

the RSA public key encryption algorithm, the triple DES common key
encryption algorithm in EDE and CBC mode and the SHA-I hash
algorithm for peer authentication, data encryption and HMAC respectively.

2.

Distributing selected cipher suite and master secret as SA

To support TLS communication, SA in the key distribution phase is
required to contain the information enough to TLS session resume. That is
the session ID, the selected cipher suite, the master secret valueo the life

time of this security association. Figure 4.ll is a XML

schema

representation for SA. (Figure 4.12 is an example of SA.)

It notes that a security

with Figure l0 might
contain a compression method a TLS client information, which is put
between "<Clientlnfo>" and "</Clientlnfo>", and a TLS seryer
association compliant

information, which is put between "<Serverlnfo>" and "</Seryerlnfo)",
for this session. The TLS client information and the TLS server
information can include a random value for this TLS session, a pair of IP
address and port number, hostname, URI or Public Key Certihcate of TLS
client or TLS server

3.

SA confirmation in the key distribution phase

After distributing SA, the SA confirmation is performed immediately in
the key distribution phase. TLS server and TLS client confirm if they share
a same security association or not by the TLS session resume procedure.

If

it

finishes successfully, TLS server and TLS client start the application
data transmission through the established TLS session.
During the SA confirmation, the following TLS Handshake messages
are exchanged between TLS client and TLS server.
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TLS client refers the security association shared at the key
distribution phase and sends TLS seryer a ClientHello message
with the session ID of security association.
(2)

When TLS server receives the ClientHello message, TLS server
retums a SeruerHello message with same session ID to TLS client

if TLS server can find the security association, which corresponds
to the session ID indicated by the ClientHello message.

Then, TLS client sends a ChangeCipherspec message and

a

Finished message.
(4)

TLS server sends a ChangeCipherspec message and a Finished
message

if TLS

seryer can decrypt the Finished message received

from TLS client.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="159-r0r2-JP"?>
<xsd : schema xml ns : xsd = "http ://www.w3 .org/ 2OOL /XMLSchema" >
<xsd : element name="TLS" >

<xsd: complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd : element name= "SessionlD" type= "xsd : string" / >
<xsd : element name= "CipherSuite" type= "xsd : string" / >
<xsd : element name="CompressionMethod" type="xsd :string"

minOccurs="0"

/>

<xsd : element name= "MasterSecuret" type= "xsd : string" / >

<xsd:element name="Lifetime" type="xsd:int"

/>

<xsd :element name="Clientlnfo" minOccurs="0">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd: sequence>
<xsd :element name="random" type="xsd : string"

/>

minOccurs="0"

<xsd : element name= "Certificate" type= "xsd : base64Bi nary"

minOccurs="0"
<

xsd

:

/>

element name= "ipAddr" type= "xsd : string"
minOccurs="0"

/>

<xsd :elemenl nums="portNum" type="xsd : unsignedShort"

/>

minOccurs="0"

<xsd : element name= "hostname" type= "xsd : string"

minOccurs="0"

/>

<xsd : element name="URI" type="xsd :string"

minOccurs="0"

</xsd:sequence>

/>

</xsd: complexType>
</xsd :element>
<xsd : element name="Serverlnfo" minOccurs="0">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd :element name="random" type="xsd : string"

minOccurs="0"

/>

<xsd : element name= "Certificate" type= "xsd : base64Bi nary"

minOccurs="0"
< xsd

:

/>

element name="ipAddr" type= "xsd : string"
minOccurs="0"

/>

<xsd : elemen, nur11s= "portNum" type= "xsd

: u nsignedShort"
minOccurs="0" />
<xsd :element name="hostname" type="xsd :string"
minOccurs="0" />
<xsd : element name="URI" type="xsd : string"
minOccurs="0" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd : sequence>

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:schema>

Figure

4.ll XML

schema
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for SA for TLS

くTLS>

くSession:D>114454‑132344‑1475452(Dbar.hitachiocomく

/SessionlD>

くCipherSune>TLS̲RSA WITH AES̲128̲CBC̲SHAく /CipherSule>
くMasterSecret>MK8wuzC5iiMQEwWH 00・ MQAwADgA8wく /MasterSecret>
くLifetime>36000く /Lifetime>
く/TLS>

Figure 4.12 Example of SA for TLS

(5)

TLS client and TLS seryer transmit application data if TLS client
can decrypt the Finished message received from TLS server.

4.6 Conclusion
In this section, the secure communication provider service is described. This
service is to protect the confidentiality and integrity of communications crossing
over NGN and the Internet by setting up and controlling the IPsec session in
cooperation with NGN's call session control function (CSCF). In this service, the
secure session control provider (sSCP) server and CSCF authenticate its user as

Trusted Third Party on behalf of service providers. In addition, this service
provides the ability of fast session establishment because sSCP distributes a
security association for IPsec session between the user and service provider via
the SIP session protected by NGN.

In general, the proposed method is superior to existing two methods (IKE and
if the number of communication device is more and/or these

SIP DIAL-UP)

devices perform mesh communications.
The performance evaluation of the secure session provider service, the policy

update function in cooperation with user management function of NGN and the
support of IP multicast protocol are further study.
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Chapter 5
TLS implementation
certification model

for cross

5.1 Introduction
This chapter proposes a TLS implementation method for the cross certification
model to allow to manage a huge number of CAs.

For the enterprise network over NGN, the protection of signaling messages
(i.e. SIP messages) is very important. The specifications of SIP recommend
protecting SIP messages by using TLS based on PKI for entity authentication or
data origin authentication. Terminals in the enterprise network and NGN will be
required to manage huge number of certification authorities (CAs) if enterprises
and NGN service providers will operate their own PKI respectively.

for the interconnection with multiple PKI
"multiple
environments;
trust anchors environment" (Mobile I of Figure 5.1) and
"cross certification environment" (Mobile 2 of Figure 5.1). If there are many CAs,
the multiple trust anchors environment causes the problem that the verifier has to
maintain huge number of CA certificates. Therefore, the cross certification
There are two models

environment is useful.
However, TLS

will not be able to work efficiently on the cross-certification

model because TLS is designed for the multiple trust anchors model.

This thesis proposes a profile of TLS handshake protocol for the cross
certification environment and a TLS implementation method with a delegated
certification path discovery and validation server for the cross certification model
efficiently.
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Figure 5.1 Two models of multiple PKI environment
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5.2 Overview of TLS session establishment
TLS is a secure communication protocol standardized by IETF. TLS located in
between the transport layer (i.e., TCP) and the application layer. TLS uses socket

interface

to send/receive the encrypted data. Many activities in regard to TLS

have been done like improvement of TLS protocol to adopt certain environment,

implementation technique to accelerate data transmission or session establishment,
applications using TLS and so on. ([54][55])

TLS consists of five sub-protocols and they forms two layers. The lower layer

of TLS provides data confidentiality and data integrity functions to the upper
layer of TLS. In the lower layer of TLS, there is only one protocol called as
"Record Protocol." The upper layer of TLS provides data confidentiality, data
integrity and peer authentication functions to application. In the upper layer, there
are four protocols, "Handshake Protocol," "Alert Protocol," "Change Cipher Spec
Protocol" and "Application Data Protocol."
" Handshake Protocol" is used to perform the handshake process. The
handshake process performs peer authentication, exchanges a set of available
cipher suites each other, selects one cipher suite and calculates a session key to
encrypt/decrypt application data.
Figure 5.2 shows a message sequence of TLS handshake process. During the
TLS handshake process, 14 messages will be exchanged between TLS client and
TLS server.
(1) Hello Request

Hello Request is a message that TLS server requests to start the new TLS
handshake process for TLS client.

(2) Client Hello

Client Hello is a message that TLS client informs TLS server about its
protocol version, session ID and a list of algorithms.

くυ

He‖ o

C‖ ent

Figure 5.2 Message sequence ofl日 LS handshake process

(3)Server Hello
Server He1lo is a message that TLS server responds to Client He1lo and

contams selected algori臨

.

(4)Server certiflcate
Server Certiflcate is a nlassage that TLS server sends the certilEcate chain

■om TLS server certiflcate to its mst anchor certiflcate.
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(5) Server Key Exchange
Server Key Exchange is a message that TLS server sends the information to
exchange the premaster secret.

(6) Certificate Request
Certificate request is a message that TLS server requests to send TLS client
certificate.

(7)

Server Hello Done

Server Hello Done

is a

message that TLS server indicates the end

of

the

server hello and associated messases.

(8) Client Certificate
Client Certificate is a message that TLS client sends the certificate chain from

TLS client certificate to its trust anchor certificate to TLS seryer.

(9) Client Key Exchange

Client Key Exchange is a message that TLS client sends the premaster secret
to TLS seryer.

(10) Certificate Verifu
Certificate Verifu is a message that TLS client sends the data to verifu TLS
client certificate.

(l l) Change Cipher

Spec

Change Cipher Spec is a message to notify that subsequent records
protected under the newly negotiated algorithms and keys.
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will

be

(12) Finished

Finished message

is a

message

to verify that the key exchange and

authentication processes were successful.

5.2.1 TLS extensions in related to certificate validation
IETF standardized some extensions of TLS specification as [41] and [42].
And there is one extension in related to certificate validation called "Certificate
Status Request" extension in [a3].
The Certificate Status Request extension is for TLS client to wish to

use

OCSP ([46]) to verify the TLS server certificate in order to avoid transmission

of

CRLs. The TLS client provides a list of OCSP responders, which the TLS client
trusts, in Client Hello. And the TLS server returns an OCSP response to the TLS

client along with TLS server certifrcate as a "Certificate Status"

message

immediately after Server Certifi cate.

5.3 Features of the cross-certification model
At first, it should describe some features of the cross-certification model, which
are related to the TLS session establishment.

Feature 1: Less computing power and memory

In the recent, some terminals in SOHO will have less computing power and
memory than current PCs.

The cross-certification model can save memory size to hold the trust
anchor certificate.

However,

it will

take more computing power than the multiple trust

anchors model as mentioned below.

Feature 2: Equality of terminals

Terminals performing P2P communication

will act as both "clients"

"servers" to the other terminals on the network.
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and

Feature

-3:

Different trust anchors

In the cross-certification model, a major difference from the multiple trust
anchor model is that a certificate user and a relying party

will have different

trust anchor.
Therefore, to verify a certification path from the certificate user to the
relying party's trust anchor, the relying party should discover a certification

path from the certificate user's trust anchor to the relying party's trust
anchor.

Feature 4: Complex certification path discovery
In the cross-certification model, the process of certification path discovery is
more complex than the multiple trust anchor model.
In the multiple trust anchor model, there is a hint on current certificate to
discover next certificate. Thus the issuer name of the current certificate is
the subject name of the next certificate. For example, in Figure l, the issuer
name of user I 's certificate is the name of CA I . In other words, if the issuer

name

of the target certificate is unknown name, the target certificate

is

unreliable.

On the other hand, in the cross-certification model, there is no hint on
the cross certificate. For example, in Model 2 of Figure 5.1, there is no
information that CS3 issued the cross certificate issued to CM. on the cross
certificate issued from CM to CAl. In other words. even if the issuer name
of the target certificate is an unknown name, the target certificate may be

reliable. Therefore, to discover the certification path in the crosscertification model, it requires implementing the path discovery algorithm
between two vertexes in the directed graph, and constructing the certificate
chain by walking around LDAP seryer.

Feature 5: Full certification path validation

In the cross-certification model, intermediate certificates in the certification
path might not be trustable. Therefore the relying party requires verifying
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the certification path by retrieving CRL/ARL from LDAP server or asking
OCSP responder for all of certificates in the certification path.

As described in Section 5.2.1, the Certificate Status Request extension
can request to send the current status

ofTLS server certificate.

However, in the cross-certification model, even if the TLS server
certificate is valid, it does not mean that there is a valid certification path
from the TLS server to the TLS client's trust anchor because one of CA
certificate in the certification path may be revoked.

For example, in Model 2 of Figure 5.1, if the cross certificate issued
from CA3 to CA2 is revoked, there is no certification path from user I to
CA4.
Therefore, the Certificate Status Request extension may be useless in the
cross-certifi cation model.

5.4 Requirements

of TLS implementation for

the cross-certification model
This section describes requirements of TLS implementation that adapts for the
cross-certification model. There are the following four requirements.

Requirement 1: Certification path discovery function on the TLS client

In the cross-certification model, the TLS seryer's trust anchor might not be
the TLS client's trust anchor. Therefore, TLS client requires having the
certification path discovery function to verify the TLS server certificate.

Requirement 2: Certilrcation path validation function on the TLS client

TLS client also requires having the certihcation path validation function.

Requirement -3: Certification path validation function on the TLS server
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Because TLS client can know the TLS seryer's trust anchor from the
certificate chain contained in Server Certificate, TLS client can construct the

certificate chain from TLS client certificate to TLS seryer's trust anchor
certificate. Thus the TLS server will not require having the certification path
discovery function. However, TLS server requires having the certification
path validation function to veriff the certificate chain of TLS client.

Requirement 4: Less computing power
Some terminals in SOHO

will have less computing power than the current

PCs.

Therefore, the TLS implementation should take computing power as few
as possible.

5.5 TLS implementation method

for the cross-

certification model
This section proposes two implementation methods of the TLS client and the TLS
server to support the cross-certification model.

5.5.1 Design principals of proposed TLS implementation

To meet requirements in Section 5.4, we propose the following two

design

principles for the TLS implementation to adapt for the cross-certification model.

(a) Equal functionality of TLS client

and TLS server

From the feature 5 in Section 5.3, terminals will require to act as both TLS
client and TLS server if terminals perform P2P communication.

In other words. the TLS client and the TLS seryer can have the same
functionality.

In Section 5.4, TLS server requires implementing the certification path
validation function only (Requirement 3). However, the TLS client requires
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implementing the certification path discovery function and the certification
path validation function (Requirement

I

and 2)

.

Therefore, the TLS server also has the certification path discovery
function.

As the result that both the TLS client and the TLS server have the
certification path discovery function and the certification path validation
function, the size of exchanged messages between the TLS client and the
TLS server can be reduced. Namely, the TLS server and the TLS client do
not send the certificate chain, but send its own certificate only because the
certification path discovery function retrieves one or more certifrcation path
from the target certificate and the trust anchor certificate (if it exists).

(b)

Delegation of Path Discovery and Validation

As mentioned above, both the TLS client and the TLS server have the
certification path discovery function and the certification path validation
function.
However, these processes take much computing cost.

To reduce these computing costs, both the TLS client and the TLS
server implement the function that is to ask their trust DPD&DPV (t471)
server to discover or validate a certification path instead of implementing
the certification path discovery function and the certification path validation

function. (The DPD&DPV server is a server to have a certification path
discovery function and a certification path validation function. Currently,
there are some standardized protocols between a DPD&DPV server and its

client (like SCVP ([48]), X-KISS ([a9]) and CVS protocol (t501) and some
implementations.)

As the result, both the TLS client and the TLS server can reduce the
computing cost of certification path discovery and certif,rcation path
validation.
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5.5.2 Overview of proposed implementation method
Figure 5.3 shows functional units of a TLS server and a TLS client in the
proposed implementation method.

In this figure, RPF is a functional unit to handle the TLS Record protocol,
CCSPF is a functional unit to handle the TLS Change Cipher Spec Protocol, APF
is a functional unit to handle the TLS Alert Protocol, ADPF is a functional unit to
handle the TLS Application Data Protocol, HPF is a functional unit to handle the

TLS Handshake Protocol extended to adapt for the cross-certification model,
DPD&DPVCF is a functional unit to ask a DPD&DPV server to discover and/or

validate

a

certification path

of

communication peer's certificate and

DPD&DPVSF is a functional unit to discover and,/or validate a certification path.

In the above, RPF, CCSPF, APF and ADPF do not have any modification to
adapt for the cross-certification model.

(a) TLS Handshake

Protocol Processing Function Unit (HPF)

HPF handles the TLS Handshake Protocol, which is extended for crosscertification model. Namely, when HPF receives the communication peer's
certificate(s), HPF asks DPD&DPVCF if the certificate is valid or not, and
continues the handshake process if and only if DPD&DPVCF returns that
the certificate is valid.

(b) Delegated Path Discovery and Validation Server Function Unit
(DPD&DPVSF)

DPD&DPVSF constructs the certification path between given two
certificates by walking around LDAP server and validates the certification
path by retrieving CRL/ARL from LDAP seryer or asking OCSP responder
for all ofcertificates in the certifrcation path.

And DPD&DPVSF returns the result of certification path validation.
Namely, if DPD&DPVSF can construct the certification path and it is valid,
DPD&DPVSF returns a success messase. Otherwise. DPD&DPVSF returns
a failure message.
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Figure 5.3 Overvierv of proposed implementation method

(c) Delcgated Path Discovery and Validation Client Function

tJnit

(DPD&DPVCF)
DPD&DPVCF rcalizcs the certiflcation path discovery function and thc
ccrtification path validation function by asking DPD&DPVSF.
DPD&DPV('F keeps its trust anchor ccrtificate.
When DPD&DPVCF is asked thc validity of certificate. DPD&DPVCF
asks DPD&DPVSF to discovcr and validate the cc-rtification path tiorn the

targct ccrtit'icatc

to its trust

anchor ccrtificate. And

if

DPD&PDVCF

rcccivcs a succcss rlressage fiom DPD&DPVSF. DPD&DPVCF retums that
thc ccrtiflcatc is valid. Othcrwisc. DPD&DPVC'F rcturns that the certif-icatc
is invalid.
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5.5.3 Message sequence in related to the certificate validation
Figure 5.4 shows a message sequence in related to the certificate validation
during the handshake process on a TLS server and a TLS client in the proposed
implementation method.
In Figure 5.4,

(l)

The TLS client sends Client Hello to the TLS server, at first.

(2)

The TLS server sends Server Certificate, which contains the TLS server
certificate only, back to the TLS client.

(3) The TLS client retrieves the TLS server certificate from

Server

Certificate and asks its trust DPD&DPV server to discover and validate
the certification path from the TLS server certificate to its trust anchor
certificate.

(a) (And if

there is a valid certification path,) the TLS client sends Client

Certificate, which contains the TLS client certificate only, back to the
TLS server.

(5) The TLS server retrieves the TLS server certificate from Client
Certificate and asks its trust DPD&DPV server to discover and validate

the certification path form the TLS client certificate to its trust anchor
certificate.
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Figure 5.4 Message sequence in related to the certificate validation

5.6 Evaluation
5.6.1 Comparison between

TLS specification and

proposed

method
This subsection comprises between the implementation, which complies with the
current TLS specification, and the proposed implementation method from the
viewpoint of the cost of certification path discovery/validation, the size of
exchanged message during the handshake process. (Table 5.1)

(a)

Comparison of the cost of certification path discovery/validation

mentioned in Section 5.4, TLS server requires implementing the
certification path validation function only (Requirement 3). And, the TLS
client requires implementing the certification path discovery function and
the certification path validation function (Requirement I and 2).

As
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Table 5.1 Comparison of two implementation methods

ミ
1呵 計観
菱燻蒙‖
I

1和

IIMI蠍

1榊 機構

Certification path discovery on the TLS Server

Not required

Required

Certification path validation on the TLS Server

Required

Required

Certification path discovery on the TLS Client

Required

Required

Certification path validation on the TLS Client

Required

Required

# of query to the DPD&DPV

TLS server

1

1

scrver

TLS client

2

1

Size of Server Certificate

Mid

Small

Size ofClient Certiflcate

Large

Small

On the other hand, the proposed implementation method requires that
both the TLS server and the TLS client have the certification path discovery
function and the certification path validation function.
However, both can reduce the processing cost on the TLS client and the

TLS server because DPD&DPV servers carry out the certification path
discovery and validation on behalf of the TLS client and the TLS seryer.

If DPD&DPV

servers are used, the processing cost of the certification

path discovery and validation on the TLS client or the TLS server equals

a

number of queries to the DPD&DPV server.

The implementation, which complies with current TLS specification,
requires three queries. (First one is a validation request of the TLS server
certificate from the TLS client. Second one is a discovery request of a
certification path between the TLS client certificate and the TLS server's
trust anchor certificate from the TLS client. And third one is a validation
request ofthe certification path from the TLS server)

On the other hand, the proposed implementation requires only two
queries.
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(b)

Comparison ofthe size ofexchanged message during the handshake process

Because certificates are much larger than other potion of messages
exchanged during the handshake process, the comparison of the message
size almost equals the comparison of a number of certificates exchanged
during the handshake process.
The proposed implementation exchanges only the TLS server certificate

and the TLS client certificate. On the other hand, the implementation
complying with the current TLS specification exchanges certificate chains
from the TLS server certificate to the TLS seryer's trust anchor certificate
and from the TLS client certificate to the TLS server's trust anchor
certificate. Therefore, the proposed implementation exchanged fewer
certificates than the implementation complying with TLS specification.

5.6.2 Prototype implementation
We made a prototype system that implement the proposed design and evaluated

it

on the PKI shown on Model 2 of Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.5 shows the overview of the prototype system and Table 5.2 shows
certificate profiles of the prototlpe system.
To establish one TLS session, the prototype system exchanges 2028 octets
messages between the TLS client and the TLS server in total. (The TLS server
sends 875 octets messages and the TLS client sends I 153 octets messages. (Table

5.3)
And, it takes 502 msec to establish one TLS session. (Table 5.4) It includes
the processing time on the TLS client (129 msec), the processing time on the TLS
server (207 msec). It notes that the processing time includes the response time of
DPD&DPV server (45msec).
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Table 5.2 Certilicate proffles

‐Pclltium is trademark or reglstcred mdmark Of lntel Corporation or its subsidaHcs in働 に
United States and other countrics.

‐LinuxO is the reglsttt trademark ofLinus Torvalds in the U.S.and other countrics.
‐OpenLDAP is a reglstered tradernark ofthe OpenLDAP Foundation.

Table 5.3 Message size during the handshake process

Size of Server Certificate
Size of Client Certificate
Size of messages sent from TLS server

875 octets

Size of messages sent from TLS client

1153 octets

Table 5.4 Elapsed time during the handshake process

The processing time on the TLS client
The processing time on the TLS server
The time for TLS session establishment

5.7 Conclusion
PKI environment called as "multiple trust anchors environment" is widely
However

it

used.

causes the problem that the verifier has to maintain huge number

of

CA certifrcates because the increase of terminals connected to the network brings
the increase of CAs. However, some of terminals in SOHO will not have enough
memory to hold such huge number of CA certificates. Therefore, another PKI
environment, "cross-certification environment", is useful.

TLS is a secure communication protocol that uses PKL But, because current

TLS is designed for the multiple trust anchors model, TLS cannot work
efficiently on the cross certification model.
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This thesis shows features of the cross certification model and derives
requirements to meet them at first.

And then, this thesis proposes TLS implementation method to support the
cross certification model efficiently. This implementation method provides equal

functionality between the TLS server and the TLS client in related to certificate
validation and introduces DPD&DPV servers to perform certification path
discovery and validation on behalfofthe TLS server and the TLS client.
The TLS client and the TLS server using proposed method do not have the
certification path discovery and validation function. (For example, LDAP access
function to retrieve certificates and CRLs/ALRs and OCSP access function to
retrieve certificate status)
The proposed method also reduces the size of exchanged messages between
the TLS client and the TLS server during the handshake process.

Therefore, the proposed method is suitable for implementing TLS
terminals that do not have enough computing power and memory.
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Chapter 6
Seamless Object Authentication
The Seamless Object Authentication (SOA) approach described in this section is
a solution against the problem that access from a signed malicious code cannot be
prevented by security functions of NGN once the home gateway accepts a signed

malicious code.
Hereinafter, the Section 6.1 describes above security problem more in detail.

And the Section 6.2 describes the Seamless Object Authentication (SOA)
approach, the Section 6.3 describes application of SOA approach to existing
distributed object system and the Section 6.4 evaluates a Java system with SOA
approach with a traditional Java RMI system.

6.1 Security problems

of mobile

code

in

the

networked svstem
This section describes the security problem that access from a signed malicious
code cannot be prevented by security functions of NGN once the home gateway
accepts a signed malicious code more in detail.

As mentioned above, NGN and mobile code system has various security
functions. However, careless of developer, distributer and/or user of mobile code
will cause security problems from which security functions do not prevent.
One of the security problems from careless of developer is lulnerabilities of a

mobile code. (ex. vulnerability against buffer overflow run)
One of the security problems from careless of distributer or user is that a user

trusts a signed mobile code even

if it is not trusted by a system manager, and

allows to run it because of misunderstanding. (Figure 6.1)
Java is resistered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates
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Figure 6.1 Example of security problem from careless of user

The reason ofthis problem is that an attacker is able to act as a privileged user
because

of following characteristics of signed mobile code and

access control

function:

-

Signed mobile code is able to access any kinds ofresources

NGN and other distributed svstem make an access decision based on its

'lrivileged user"

In Figure 6.1, the application server provides a file transferring service to a
if the

home gateway. This file transferring service allows a user to retrieve a file
user has a privilege to access the file.

In the normal case, when the user downloads a service client (a sigaed mobile

code) from a distribution server to the home gateway, the service client is
executed automatically, and it accesses the file transferring service.
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On the other hand, an attacker develops a malicious service client, which
downloads a secret file from an application server and sends it to the attacker, as a
mobile code is signed by the attacker itself.

If

the user downloads the malicious service client and the user trusts the
attacker from careless, the service client is executed with the user's privilege and
accesses to the application server. The application seryer checks if the user has an
enough privilege to access the secret file and sends the secret file to the service
client. The service client transfers the secret file to the attacker. As the result, the
attacker is able to retrieve the secret file, which is not allowed for the attacker to
access.

6.2 Overview of seamless object authentication

(SOA) approach
This section describes the proposed solution called as "Seamless

Object

Authentication (SOA)" against the problem as mentioned above.
The basic idea ofSOA approach is not only that the user checks ifthe service
client is authorized one or not, but also that the application seryer checks if the
service client is authorized or not.

For this pu{pose, the user terminal retrieves a digital signature of the service
client and send it with the service request message and the application server
checks not only if the user has the privilege to access, but also if the digital
signature is made by a trusted developer (distributer).

In the system

implemented the SOA approach, a mobile code execution
platform of the user terminal is required to have a function to retrieve a digital
signature of the mobile code and send it to a communication peer when the
mobile code tries to communicate with the communication peer. And also, the
application server is required to have a function to checks if the digital signature
received from the user terminal is made by a trusted developer (distributer) or not
during making the access decision.

As the result, even if the malicious service client is executed by the careless
of the user, the application seryer is able to refuse the service request from the
malicious service client.
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Figure 6.2 SOA approach

6.3 Java Implementation of SOA approach
This section describes one of the implementations of SOA approach, which is
used Java Remote Method Invocation (Java RMI).
Hereinafter, the Java system which implements the SOA approach is called
"Java system with SOA".

6.3.1 Java RMI system

At first, a system

using existing Java RMI technology (called as "Java RMI
system") is described briefly.

The Java RMI system consists of a distribution server to store a client object
as a signed Java Applet and distributes it, an application server to execute a target
service object and a user terminal to execute the client object. The target service
object provides certain service to the client object remotely.
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The client object sends a service request message to the target service object
and receives a service from the target service object.

Object Request Broker (ORB) is a middleware running on the user terminal
and the application server and has following two functions:

-

Notifying the location where the specified target service object is executed.
(called as "bind" process)

It notes that this function performs to launch the target service object

if

the target service object is not executed.

-

Intermediating a communication between the client object and the target
service object.

Once the client object is downloaded from the distribution server, following
processes shown in Figure 6.3 are performed:

孵器￨卜lmy
Figure 6.3 Java RMI system
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The client object sends a "bind" request to the ORB on the user terminal
to solve the location of the target service object. More concretely, the
client object calls bind0 method of org.omg.CORB.ORB class.
つ４

When ORB receives the "bind" request, ORBs communicate with each
other to seek a location of the target service object. And if the target
service object is not executed, ORB on the application server launches
the target service object

３

ORB returns the location ofthe target service object to the client object.
４

The client object sends a service request to ORB on the user terminal by
using the location.
(5)

The ORB on the user terminal transmits the service request to the ORB
on the application server. The ORB on the application server sends the
service request to the target service object.

６

The target service object provides service to the client object via ORBs.
７

The client object receives service via ORBs.

6.3.2 Interceptor
An interceptor is a mechanism for Java RMI system to provide various valueadded functionalities.

The interceptor intercepts messages between the client object and the ORB on
the user terminal or between the target service object and the ORB and performs
certain processing like investigating, inserting, deleting, modifuing and so on.

Figure 6.4 shows a typical example of security interceptor to protect messages
from the client object to the target service object. In this figure, the interceptor on
the user terminal encrypts messages received from the client object and the
interceptor on the application server decrypts the encrypted message received via
ORBs.

It is note that the interceptor intercepting a bind message is called as "bind
interceptor", the interceptor intercepting a service request message between the
client object and the ORB is called as "client interceptor" and the interceptor
intercepting a service request message between the ORB and the target service
object is called as "seryer interceptor".
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Figure 6.4 Typical example of security interceptor

6.3.3 Java system with SOA
This section describes overview of Java system with SOA (Figure 6.5).
Java system with SOA also contains the distribution server, the application
server and the user terminal. In addition. Java svstem with SOA contains an SOA
seryer.

The SOA server is a server to register and manage a signer's information of
the client object.

The application server's administrator is required to make a list of trusted
signer, who is allowed to receive the service, for each target service objects as an
access control list (ACL) and to store the ACL on the SOA server.
The SOA server makes an access decision by comparing signer's information
received from the user terminal and the ACL.
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Figure 6.5 Java system with SOA

This thesis proposes centralized access decision by introducing the SOA
server because the management of ACLs is easier than distributed access decision
model in the multiple application servers' environment even if the SOA server is
required to be protected from unauthorized access.

In Figure 6.5, the client object, the ORB, an SOA object, a bind interceptor
for SOA and a client interceptor are running on the user terminal.
The SOA object is the object to retrieve a signer information of client object
and register it to the SOA server. In addition, the SOA object provides an object

identifier (ID) issued by SOA server to the client interceptor.

The client interceptor adds the

ID to the service request

message when

intercepting it.

The target service object, the ORB and a server interceptor for SOA
running on the application server.
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are

The server interceptor for SOA retrieves the

ID from the

service request

message and asks the SOA server to make an access decision when receives the
service request message.

It is note that the client object is required to be a signed applet programmed to
use SOA mechanism clearly because of registering a correct signer's information

during the bind process.

If

the client object is not signed or not programmed to

use SOA mechanism, it does not work in the proposed system.

When the client object is downloaded from the distribution server to the user
terminal in the Java system with SOA, the client object performs a bind process at
first.
For example, in Figure 6.6,

Figure 6.6 Bind process on SOA mechanism
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when the bind process is executed in the Java applet method

init0,

the

client object calls a method bindSetSingerQ of the SOA object with the
object reference ofthe client object itself(i.e., this ) as a parameter.
(2)

The SOA object retrieves signer's information from this, and sends it to
the SOA seryer. When the SOA server receives the signer's information,

the SOA server generates an ID, returns the ID to the SOA object and
stores a pair of the ID and the signer's information into the signer
information table.
(3)

The SOA object holds the ID received from the SOA server and sets a
flag to confirm if it complies with correct SOA procedure,

И十

And the SOA object calls a method bindlmplementQ of this that is the
method for the bind process. This is to prevent from registration of fake
signer by calling a method bindSetSinger0 with another authorized
object as a parameter.

The client object calls a method bind0 of ORB in the method
bindSetSinger0.
６

The ORB calls a method bindQ of the bind interceptor.
７

The bind interceptor checks if the flag is set.
８

After finishing the bind process (i.e., the SOA object receives a return
value of bindlmplement0), the SOA object sets the flag off. This is to
prevent other client object from using the flag.

Then the client object calls the target service object as shown in Figure 6.7.
Namely,

(1)

the client object sends a service request message to the ORB on the user
terminal.

(2) The ORB calls a method prepare_request0 of the client interceptor
with the service request message

(3)

as a parameter.

The client interceptor retrieves the ID from the SOA object and returns
the service request message with the ID. The ORB transmits the service
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request message with the

ID from the user terminal to the application

server.
(4)

When the ORB on the application server receives the service request
message,

(5)

the ORB calls a method receive_reqeustQ of the server interceptor
with the received message as a parameter. The server interceptor
retrieves the ID and a name of the target service object from the message
and calls a method check0 of SOA server with the ID and the name as
parameters to ask the SOA server to make access decision.

(6)

The SOA server retrieves a signer's information correspond to the ID
from the signer information table and checks if the signer is allowed to
receive the service indicated by the given name based on the ACL.

Call

the

receive;requeetQ

target aervice

Figure 6.7 Service request process on SOA mechanism
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Table 6.1 Qemparison between Java RMI system and Java system with SOA

Unsigned

Refuse

Refuse

Deny

Refuse

Refuse

Allow

Provnde

Refuse

applet
(2)

Signed
Applet

(3)

SOA―aware

Deny

AllodDeny

Not work

Refuse

(5)

Allow

Allow

Not work

Provide

(6)

Allow

Deny

Not work

Refuse

(4)

Applet

"Allow"

means that the user/administrator grants a permission to execute/access.

"Deny'' means that the user/administrator does not grant
"Provide" means that the system provides

a

a service to the

permission to execute/access

client object.

"Refuse" means that the system refuses to provide a service to the client object

'Not work"

(7)

means that the client obiect does not work.

The server interceptor transmits the service request message to the target
service object via the ORB if the SOA server returns a positive answer to
the server interceptor.

6.4 Evaluation of SOA approach
Table 6.1 shows Comparison between Java RMI system and Java system with
SOA.

In the Java RMI system, the "unsigned" applet or the signed applet without
user's permission is refused to provide a service ((t) and (2)).
However, if the user permits to execute the signed applet, the system allows
to access a target service object and provides a service to the client object ((3)).
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It is note that the SOA-aware applet that is programmed to use SOA does not
work in the Java RMI system because of lack of SOA object ((a)-(6)).
The Java system with SOA refuses to provide the service to the unsigned
applet and the signed applet (i.e., SOA-unaware applets)

(l)-(3).

In addition, the Java system with SOA refuses to provide the service to the
SOA-aware applet if the administrator does not to grant permission even if the
user grants permission ((6)).

As the result, the Java system with SOA allows to provide the service to the
SOA-aware applet if and only if both the administrator and the user grant
permissions ((5)).

if it
a service or not. Especially, even if the malicious client object is
from careless of the user, the Java system with SOA can refuse to

Namely, in the Java system with SOA, the administrator is able to control

provides

executed
provide a service.

6.5 Conclusion
There is a possibility of new problems, which are caused by careless of the
developer, the distributer or the user ofthe mobile code and cannot be prevented
by security functions of NGN.
The SOA approach is a solution against one of problems that the malicious
signed mobile code makes unauthorized access by acting as a privileged user.

In the SOA approach, the signer information of mobile code is verified not
only on the user terminal, but also on the application seryer. The system
implemented the SOA approach provides a service to only mobile codes where
the signers are trusted by the administrator beforehand.

if it
a service or not. Especially, even if the malicious client object is
from careless of the user. the Java svstem with SOA can refuse to

Namely, in the Java system with SOA, the administrator is able to control

provides
executed

provide a service.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis, the following security techniques have been studied to

address

(l) the protection of
over enterprise networks, especially, the protection of

security-related issues on the enterprise network over NGN:

communications

communications crossing over NGN and the Internet, (2) a TLS implementation

on cross-certification environment that can reduce a number of
certificates to be managed, and (3) an object authentication method that the
network platform verifies a digital signature of an object code which is running
method

on a home gateway to protect the enterprise network from malicious coding.

The existing work related with those topics was summarized in Chapter 2. At

first, some related work concerned with NGN security was mentioned. Next,
some related work concerned with mobile code security was mentioned.

In Chapter 3, a model of the enterprise network over NGN dealt with in this
thesis is described. The model is the network that several LANs in headquarters,
branch offices and SOHOs are connected with NGN and the Internet. Chapter 3
also described security threats to be solved.

It notes that threats described in Chapter 3 may come from SOHOs if SOHOs
are not managed properly. It means that these threats are required to be
considered

if the enterprise network, where LANs in headquarters, branch offices

and SOHOs are directly connected with NGN only, is constructed.

In Chapter 4, a secure session provider service was proposed as a first security
technique. The first security technique aims to protect communications crossing
over NGN and LANs in cooperation with NGN's call session control function. A
secure session provider service consists of a user plane function, which protect
communication data, and a control plane function, which control the user plane

function in cooperation with CSCF of NGN. And a secure session provider
service uses SIP as a protocol ofthe control plane and TLS or IPsec as a protocol
of the user plane. Especially, because a secure session service provider server
authenticates all of entities as a trusted third party and it skips a peer entity
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authentication at the communication session establishment phase,

it is able to

establish a secure communication session of the user plane quickly.

In Chapter 5, a TLS implementation method for the cross certification model
was proposed as a second security technique. The second security technique aims

to protect SIP messages by TLS under the interconnection with huge number of
PKI environments if enterprises and NGN service providers will operate their
own PKI respectively. For the interconnection with multiple PKI environments,

there are two models; "multiple trust anchors environment" and "cross
certification environment". If there are many CAs, the cross certification
environment is useful. However, because TLS is designed for the multiple trust
anchors model, TLS will not be able to work efficiently on the cross-certification
model. This thesis proposed and evaluated a profile of TLS handshake protocol
for the cross certification environment and a TLS implementation method with a
delegated certification path discovery and validation server for the cross
certifi cation model effi ciently.

In Chapter 6, a seamless object authentication (SOA) method was proposed as
a third security technique. The third security technique aims to protect the entire
enterprise network from malicious mobile codes running on SOHO equipments
because

it is difficult for

a manager of enterprise network to maintain SOHO

equipments properly. Although most of existing mobile code execution platforms

use digital signature technology to protect from malicious codes, they verify a
digital signature of a mobile code only at time when the mobile code begins

executing. Once the mobile code executed, the mobile code can access any
resources in the enterprise network by the user's privilege. A seamless object
authentication proposed this thesis is that a server received an access request from

the mobile code verifies a digital signature of the mobile code as a
countermeasure of above security problem. If the enterprise network supports
SOA mechanism, a network manager is able to control whether to allow access to
the mobile code based on the digital signature. Therefore, even if malicious

mobile code is executed by careless of the user, the enterprise network is able to
be protected.

The security techniques proposed in this thesis are able to achieve

secure

enterprise network in cooperation with NGN security function.

Figure 7.1 shows an example of the enterprise network over NGN with
security techniques proposed in this thesis.
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cross Certification

SlPoverTLS
lPsec

->
->

Branch Office

Figure 7.1 Enterprise network over NGN with proposed security techniques

In Figure 7.1, the headquarters has an sSCP server system, an enterprise CA,
a DPD&DPV server and a SOA server as new features and all terminal in the
enterprise network has an sSCP client function as UA.
And the enterprise CA and CA for NGN have cross-certification each other.

If

an application, which can be developed as a signed mobile code, on a UT in

SOHO is downloaded and executed, a mobile code execution platform on the UT
sends a digital signature of the sSCP cfient function to the SOA server to retrieve
permission.

If the SOA server gives permission, the application can continue to execute.
if it tries to communicate with other application on a UT in headquarters,
SSCs on these UTs receives a colnmon SA from the sSCP server in the

And

headquarters via SIP over TLS sessions between UT and CSCF, between CSCFs

and between CSCF and sSCP server. And then, these UTs exchange application
data via NGN and the Internet under the protection of lPsec.
つ′
００

When establishing a SIP over TLS session between CSCF in NGN and SSC

on the UT in SOHO, CSCF veriff SSC's certificate by using the DPD&DPV
seryer on the CA for NGN and SSC verify CSCF's certificate by using the
DPD&DPV seryer on the enterprise CA.

For interoperability between enterprise network system and NGN,

a

standardization of proposed security techniques as a part of user network
interface ([IND of NGN will be required as one of future works.
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Appendix A
SIP DIAL― UP IIlethod
Kawashima etc. propose that SIP DIAL-UP method which is controlling Internet

Key Exchange Protocol (IKE) and IPsec connection with SIP signaling for
establishing remote access. ([5])
The SIP DIAL-UP method is applications exchange encryption key by IKE
via a UDP session which NGN establishes and assures QoS to encrlpt data over
enterprise network or home network by II(E and lPsec.

The SIP DIAL-UP method is for remote access to an enterprise network or for
home device control from the outside. Namely, the SIP DIAL-UP method is for

establishing

a virtual private network (VPN)

gateway (Figure

connection with certain VPN

A.l).

If the SIP DIAL-UP method is used for establishing communications between
numerous numbers of terminals, following problems will be occurred.

VPN eW
trataftaraataata

lntranet

UDP sesdon setupby SIP

Figure

A.l

SIP DIAL-UP method
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Management of authentication information

The SIP DIAL-UP method requires managing not only authentication
information to access NGN, but also authentication information for each
access peers. There is not serious ifremote access to an enterprise network or

It

only two authentication
information because communication peer is only one in such cases.
However, in the cases that the enterprise with multiple branch office
home device control.

requires managing

constructs an enterprise network

or of peer-to-peer (P2P) communication

application, the SIP DIAL-UP method requires managing authentication
information, which equals to the number of communication peers.

(2)

Cost of session establishment

The SIP DIAL-up method establishes a media path by SIP and exchanges an

encryption key over the media path
exchange requires

to establish a

secure session. Key

the authentication of communication peer and

the

negotiation of available algorithms for encryption, message authentication
and so on. It takes time until application data can be sent over the established
secure session.
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